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Dear Grandfather
 
Dear grandfather
wish we are together
searching to find and gather
all our relatives and my brother
and no one can bother
one of us or another
 
Grandpa, you're gone
yon
But I think you have done
All your work with your granddaughter and grandson
 
Grandpa, you're died
and all of us had cried
 
You'll always be in our heart
cause you were so smart
Now, we're apart
but you'll always be a part
of my life's art
 
Basma Amir
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Feeling
 
Feeling sad, unhappy, and lonely
Feeling so bored cause i set only
Feeling afraid from the world decide to destroy me
Feeling nervously and so more
 
Wanting to leave these feelings
Believing or not believing
I ran away from this world and screaming
With a high, loud noice saying
' I hate these feelings '
I turned as good as normal for only few days
and then the world knock me down again
this time it's hard to reach the world
and again Feeling sad, unhappy, and lonely
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Justin Bieber
 
Bieber, Bieber, Justin Bieber
I think he likes peper
and he's on the twitter
Some girls have a fiever
Because of Justin Bieber
 
He is a good player
on basket will be & forever
He is a graet effecter
on girls for his face cuter or sweeter
 
He is a less babbler
on his songs and prograns
His future job is babysitter
'cause he is kind guy with whippersnipper
 
But overall, he is a banner
for the 21 centrey's singers
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My World
 
If you're here sitting alone
come with me to sit beside the stone
In my only and lonely world
that is somehow bored
to poeple in this rediculous world
Listening to my favourite tune
in my new cellphone
Looking to the beautiful sea
and the bees on the lenomtree
Watching the ski and the cloud
in my special proud
about my world's difference
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The Dream
 
This is my dream
Not a scary one to scream
Not a funny one like Halloween
but it's far from
from where you are
 
Faraway don'y ask me how or why
like the distance between the earth and the ski
like a person say hi then bye
'cause this person die
 
My dream will start now
beside the horse and the cow
When I open the door
and found no noice at all
Not like before
 
My dream is like a game
A person that like the fame
but it's for me the same
to be a famous or nobody
to shout searching for your mom and dady
 
I finally wake up
and my dream stop
and i recognized that all this world is like a dream
Ao whenever you wake up
It will never stop
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The Unreachable Star
 
To do the best in your test
To be safe in the unsafeble world
To fight with people to get the right
To see the light from far far away
To quite the unquitable people
To try when you're always cry
To find the beautiful dreams in your mind
To get the cause without any pause
To find a person that really love you
and you love him too
To reach this unreachable star
 
This is what i want to reach this star
no matter how hopeless, no matter how far
No matter how sronger to reach this star
You will always be in try
to get your own dream, but please don't cry
'cause in this world whenever you try, you'll always fall in troubles
like when someone burst all the bubbles
This world is bad 'cause the people on it
and they are always sit
eating  and drinking and no other thoughts are in their brains
Not like the best organisms which are the cranes
 
Never mind all these bad things
and always be in try to reach your dream
If you're in trouple, try to scream
in a high loud voice
This is your own choice
to make this world better
and awlays remember when you were a whippersnipper
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